Information Centric Networking - an Insight into Architecture and Caching
Abstract
Information Centric Networking (ICN) has been proposed as alternate design architecture for the Internet. ICN advocates
a paradigm shift from host centric approach of current Internet to the content centric approach of the future Internet. ICN
provides significant improvement over the current Internet in terms of bandwidth utilization and content latency. ICN
architecture inherently solves various challenges related to security, multicasting of content and producer mobility far
more efficiently than the current Internet architecture. Like architecture, strategic caching of contents also plays an
important role in the performance of ICN. In this tutorial, we intend to discourse various architectural design challenges,
proposed alternative architectures to Internet, caching schemes which can improve the performance of ICN networks,
naming schemes which can impact the performance, scalability, security and privacy etc.
Motivations and Timelines
This tutorial is motivated by the challenges faced by the current Internet and introduces Information Centric Networking
(ICN) as a new architectural paradigm for the Internet. In this tutorial, we will discuss various challenges and features of
ICN and discuss how the challenges of the current and future Internet will be addressed using ICN.
This tutorial is intended for everyone who believes that the current Internet was not originally envisaged for the kind of
applications and data transfers it is predominantly being used today. We strongly feel that this tutorial on ICN will
definitely benefit the researchers, students, developers, industry personals, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and telecom
operators to a large extent.
Background and Scope of the tutorial
ICN is being proposed as an alternate approach to reduce the redundant data transmissions in the network. The principle
of ICN says that the network should be data-centric rather than host-centric, i.e., a communication network should allow
users to focus on the data, while the network itself should be able to service the request with minimal strain on its
resources. At the same time, since existing Internet architecture has become deeply rooted and complex, it is not possible
to have a clean slate architecture for the future Internet. Hence, any proposed solution should be incrementally deployable
as an overlay network without bringing any significant impact on the existing infrastructure/functionalities and should
also be able to address the twin problems identified above thoroughly. The scope of this tutorial is to discuss and present
the current state of the art and the research directions on the following broad areas:
 ICN Architecture Design – Proposed architectures, architectural challenges, overlay network architecture to support
ICN co-existing with the Internet (O-ICN), SDN based approach for ICN architecture, ns3 based architectural model
for research on ICN, security and trust related issues related to architecture. Handling Multicasting and Mobility
using ICN paradigm.
 Naming, addressing and routing schemes – Various proposals, their pros-cons, industry trends on ICN naming,
addressing and routing will be discussed.
 Caching techniques in ICN - Need of ICN caching, existing techniques, along with our proposed universal caching,
distributed caching, and hierarchical caching techniques, implementation challenges, simulation and test scenarios,
etc., will be evaluated.
We also plan to discuss various deployment scenarios and critically analyze them in the course of the tutorial.
Prior history of the tutorial presentation
We had a half day tutorial on Introduction to ICN in IEEE ANTS 2014 conference. It was attended by more than 20
participants.
We strongly believe that the current Internet architecture needs to be revisited and redesigned to satisfy the altered
demands of the modern users. ICN has been envisaged as a potential candidate for the future Internet.

Topic to be covered and the duration
We propose a half-day tutorial on ICN with a break-up as follows:
1. Introduction to the tutorial theme

20 min

2. Challenges with ICN approach

20 min

3. Architecting ICN – an overlay network design and other approaches

40 min

4. Caching in ICN

40 min

5. Naming in ICN

30 min

6. Use cases

20 min

7. Discussions/Way forward

20 min
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